Congratulations to faculty on their work this year! This list reflects original scholarly work produced with Haverford College affiliation from current, emeriti and former Haverford faculty members. We encourage all faculty to inform the Libraries when your work is published so that we can include it in the Haverford Scholarship Institutional Repository.

Notifications of recent publications may be sent to Norm Medeiros (nmedeiro@haverford.edu), and please forgive any omissions in this document.

Faculty scholarship can be found on display year-round in the Morley Alcove on Level 2 of Lutnick Library!
Faculty Scholarship 2023
Spring · Summer · Fall

*Indicates Open Access

Tarik Aougab, Mathematics and Statistics

Markus Baenziger, Fine Arts

Richard Ball, Economics
Available: https://doi.org/10.1162/99608f92.9e002f7b

Laura Been, Psychology

Carola Binder, Economics


Jane Chandlee, Linguistics
Louise Charkoudian, Chemistry


Rebecca Compton, Psychology


Michael D’Arcy, Anthropology


Thomas Devaney, English


Rebecca Everett, Mathematics and Statistics


**Molly Farneth, Religion**


**Richard Freedman, Music**

**Sorelle Friedler, Computer Science**


**Charles Goldhaber, Philosophy**


**Lisa Jane Graham, History**

**Guangtian Ha, Religion**

Ariana Huberman, Spanish, Latin American and Iberian Studies

Heidi Jacob, Music

Suzanne Amador Kane, Physics


Hee Sook Kim, Fine Arts


Alexander Kitroeff, History


Ken Koltun-Fromm, Religion

Naomi Koltun-Fromm, Religion
Emma Lapsansky-Werner, History, Writing Program, Quaker Studies

Jia Hui Lee, Anthropology

Ryan Lei, Psychology


Brook Lillehaugen, Linguistics

Thomas Lloyd, Music


Danielle Macbeth, Philosophy

Matthew McKeever, Sociology

Barak Mendelsohn, Political Science
Weiwen Miao, Mathematics and Statistics

Alexander Millen, English

Eric Miller, Biology


Bret Mulligan, Classics


Zolani Ngwane, Anthropology

Alexander Norquith, Chemistry


**Zachary Oberfield, Political Science**

**Paulina Ochoa Espejo, Political Science**


**Yonca Ozdemir, Political Science**

**Amanda Payne, Linguistics**

**Foen Peng, Biology**


**Anne Preston, Economics**
Luis Rodriguez-Rincón, Spanish


Joshua Sabloff, Mathematics and Statistics

Zainab Saleh, Anthropology


Erin Schoneveld, East Asian Languages and Cultures

Zeynep Sertbulut, Anthropology and Visual Studies


Ava Shirazi, Classics

Paul Smith, History and East Asian Languages and Cultures
Raegan Truax, *Visual Studies*

David Harrington Watt, *Quaker Studies*

Kristen Whalen, *Biology*


William Earle Williams, *Fine Arts*


Jonathan Wilson, *Environmental Studies*


Susanna Wing, *Political Science*
**Kathleen Wright, Philosophy**

**Tianyuan Xu, Mathematics and Statistics**

**Yuxin Zhou, Computer Science**

**Nathan Zullinger, Music and Choral and Vocal Studies**

Zullinger, N., Ed. (2023). *Singing City Songbook*. (Singing City.)